COCA’s *Downtown Public Art Treasure Hunt* is entertaining and educational for art lovers of all ages. There are so many fun things to explore and discover. Each clue listed below connects to a piece of artwork along the route. Can you find them all? Good luck and happy hunting!

**Clues...**

- From tiny acorns, mighty oaks grow
- Walk in the footsteps of civil rights giants
- Mega map and math make a monumental message
- A playful pod frolics among legislators
- A crossword puzzle is even more enjoyable with your best friend at your side
- Celestial bodies shine bright in polished aluminum
- Our state symbols have never looked so good

- What’s your favorite artwork on the route?
- What do you like about it?
- What kind of story can you tell about it?

*Find more public art at www.TallahasseeArts.org*